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COMMERCE SYLLABUS  

UNIT - I  Management: Concepts-Functions- Planning- Organizing - principles, theories,  
types  of  organizations,  delegation,  decentralization,  Staffing,  Direction,  
cocoordinating, control - Organizational  Behaviour: concept and  
significancerelationship  between  management  and  organizational  behaviour-
Attitudes- 
perception- personality- transaction analysis.  
Motivation: Concept- theories of motivation - need hierarchy theory, theory X 
and theory Y, two-factor theory, Alderfer’s ERG theory. Leadership: 
stylestheories - trait theory, behavioural theory, Fielder’s contingency theory, 
Likert’s four systems of leadership.  

Group Dynamics and Team Development: Concept - importance- types of 
groups- group development- centered approach to team development.  

UNIT - II    Financial Management: Concept- Functions of finance - objectives of financial  
 management -Organisation of finance function - Role of the financial manager.  

Capital Structure: Theories of capital structure - NI, NOI, Traditional and MM 
Theories - Operating and Financial Leverages - Computation of Leverages - Cost 
of Capital - Specific and weighted average cost of capital.  

Capital Budgeting: Concept - Significance - Techniques of capital budgeting - 
Payback period, ARR, NPV, IRR and PI - Capital rationing  

Dividend Policy: Types of dividends - Factors influencing the dividend policy - 
Theories of dividends - Walter, Gordon and MM Hypothesis  

UNIT - III    Marketing Management: Concept- importance of marketing - Approaches to  
 the study of marketing - Relevance of marketing concept in developing economy  

- The concept of e-marketing, e-business, telemarketing, internet, e-mail and 
mobile marketing.  

Consumer   Behaviour:   Analyzing   consumer   markets   and   consumer 
bahaviour -Buying behaviour models - Buying decision process - Marketing 
channels - Channel dynamics - Logistics of distribution - Sales promotion - 
Personal  selling -  Customer  Relationship  Management (CRM). -  Services 
Marketing:  Strategies for services marketing.  

UNIT - IV    Financial Accounting: Accounting as an information system: Accounting - users 
of  accounting  information -  GAAP  accounting  environment -  Fields  of 
accounting activity - Ethical issues in accounting. 

Inflation accounting: Meaning - Price level changes and financial statements - 
Approaches to Price Level Accounting - Current Purchasing Power Accounting - 
Current Cost Accounting - Merits and demerits  

Lease accounting: Concept of lease - Features of lease accounting - Financial 
lease - Operating lease - Accounting for financial lease in the books of Lesser & 
Lessee - Sale and lease back  
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Computer based  Accounting:  Application of  computers  in Business- Tally 
accounting - Creating, displaying and altering single or multiple ledgers - Groups 
and accounting vouchers - Display of financial statements.  

UNIT - V     Quantitative techniques and business decision making: Role of quantitative  
 techniques in management decision making - Techniques of business forecasting  

- Multiple correlation co-efficient. Analysis of variance (F-test): One way and  
two way classified data. Probability and probability distributions: Basic concepts  
of probability.  

Sampling theory: Concept of sampling-types of sampling - Hypothesis 
testingSmall sample tests - Mean tests, difference between the means of two 
independent samples, difference between the means of two dependent samples 
of paired observations - t and χ2 tests and their applications.  

Linear   programming:   formulation   of   linear   programming   problem  - 
Characteristics of linear programming problem - Solution by graphic method, 
simplex method, Dual of linear programming problem.  
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